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9781780898407

The PresidenT is Missing

Bill Clinton and james Patterson 
trade paperback

Amid an international crisis, the impossible 
has happened. A sitting U.S. President has 
disappeared.

What follows is the most dramatic three 
days any president has ever faced – and 
maybe the most dramatic three days in 
American history.

And it could all really happen.
Full of details only a president could 

know, Bill Clinton and James Patterson have 
written the most authentic – and gripping – 
presidential thriller ever.

your free copy 
take one

The hoTTesT  
books  

This monTh

9781911214786

Forever and a day

anthony horowitz 
trade paperback

A spy is dead. A legend is born. This is  
how it all began. The explosive prequel 
to Casino Royale, from bestselling author 
Anthony Horowitz.

The sea keeps its secrets. But not  
this time. 

One body. Three bullets. 007 floats  
in the waters of Marseille, killed by an 
unknown hand. 

It’s time for a new agent to step up. 
Time for a new weapon in the war against 
organised crime. 

It’s time for James Bond to earn his 
licence to kill. 

This is the story of the birth of a legend, 
in the brutal underworld of the French 
Riviera.

snaP

Belinda Bauer 
trade paperback

On a stifling summer’s day, eleven-year-old 
Jack and his two sisters sit in their broken-
down car, waiting for their mother to come 
back and rescue them. Jack’s in charge, she 
said. I won’t be long.

But she doesn’t come back. She never 
comes back. And life as the children know  
it is changed for ever.

Three years later, mum-to-be Catherine 
wakes to find a knife beside her bed, and  
a note that says: I could have killed you.

Meanwhile Jack is still in charge – of his 
sisters, of supporting them all, of making sure 
nobody knows they’re alone in the house, 
and – quite suddenly – of finding out the 
truth about what happened to his mother.

But the truth can be a dangerous thing...

9780593075548

The grey ghosT

Clive Cussler 
trade paperback

In 1906, a Rolls-Royce prototype known 
as the Grey Ghost vanishes from the 
streets of Manchester, England, and it is 
only the lucky intervention of an American 
detective named Isaac Bell that prevents 
it from being lost forever. Not even he can 
save the good name of Marcus Peyton, 
however, the man wrongly blamed for the 
theft, and more than a hundred years later, 
it is his grandson who turns to Sam and 
Remi Fargo to help prove his grandfather’s 
innocence.

But there is even more at stake than any 
of them know. For the car has vanished 
again, and in it is an object so rare that it 
has the capacity to change lives. Men with 
everything to gain and a great deal to lose 
have a desperate plan to find it – and if 
anybody gets in their way? They have  
a plan for that, too.

9780241349502
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ToM ClanCy’s line oF sighT

Mike Maden 
trade paperback

Jack Ryan Jr is asked by his mother to visit 
Sarajevo and track down a girl whose life 
she saved during the war.

When he meets Aida – now a beautiful 
and selfless woman, Jack finds himself 
drawn to her. But the region is increasingly 
unstable, and Aida is violently kidnapped 
by the Serbian mafia.

With no official status, Jack’s pleas for 
help fall on deaf ears, and he realises he 
must act alone to save the woman he loves. 
But as the simmering tensions threaten to 
bubble over, Jack will soon discover

Bosnia is a dangerous place to fly solo…

our Kind oF CruelTy

araminta hall 
trade paperback

Mike and Verity have found each other and 
nothing and no one will tear them apart.

It doesn’t matter that Verity is marrying  
another man.

You see, Verity and Mike play a game 
together, a secret game they call ‘the 
crave’, the aim being to demonstrate what 
they both know: that Verity needs Mike, 
and only Mike.

Verity’s upcoming marriage is the big-
gest game she and Mike have ever played. 
And it’s for the highest stakes. Except this 
time in order for Mike and Verity to be 
together someone has to die…

on Chesil BeaCh

ian Mcewan 
trade paperback

It is July 1962. Edward and Florence, young 
innocents married that morning, arrive at 
a hotel on the Dorset coast. At dinner in 
their rooms they struggle to suppress their 
private fears of the wedding night to come 
and, unbeknownst to them both, the events 
of the evening will haunt them for the rest 
of their lives…

My MoTher’s seCreT

sanjida Kay 
trade paperback

Lizzie Bradshaw. A student who witnesses  
a terrible crime. But who will ultimately  
pay the price?

Emma Taylor. A mother, a wife, and  
a woman with a dangerous secret.  
Can she keep her family safely together?

Stella Taylor. A disaffected teenager, 
determined to discover what her mother  
is hiding. But how far will she go to  
uncover the truth?

And one man, powerful, manipulative  
and cunning, who controls all their destinies.

9781784705565

9781786492524

9780718189303

9781780898254

a sPy in TiMe

imraan Coovadia  
Softcover

A spy for the Historical Agency, Enver 
Eleven and his mentor Shanumi Six are 
tasked with making sure the end of the 
world never happens again. The Agency’s 
base is Johannesburg, the only city to sur-
vive a Supernova that destroyed the world. 
This is a city in which time-travelling agents 
have access to the past and the future, a 
world in which Enver must search for an 
elusive enemy plotting against the Agency. 
But Enver and Shanumi’s mission starts off 
on shaky footing, and when Shanumi disap-
pears Enver must prove to the Agency that 
he is not a double agent.

Imraan Coovadia’s A Spy in Time is a 
strange story for even stranger times, mak-
ing us question: if we could go back and 
change the past, would the future turn out 
the way we want it to be?

hoMeland

Karin Brynard 
Softcover

Captain Albertus Beeslaar is sent into the 
heart of an ancient San community in the 
Kalahari: an elder has died after being 
released from police custody and the San 
blame the police.

A violent attack on a German tourist 
is rubbing up Beeslaar’s new colleague, 
Colonel Koekoes Mentoor, the wrong way. 
She wants to turn her back on Witdraai and 
the bad memories the place holds for her.

As the heat rises, all hell breaks 
loose: a policeman is murdered; deep-
seated corruption is threatening a major 
land-restitution plan for the San; and a 
mysterious killer is prowling the red dunes.

Homeland is the translation of the 
Number One Bestseller Tuisland, Karin 
Brynard’s critically acclaimed and most 
ambitious novel to date.

9781415209677

9781415206942

9780718186609

us againsT you

Fredrik Backman 
trade paperback

Beartown’s hockey club is on the cusp of 
being terminated and it falls to general 
manager Peter, to try to save the beloved 
team.  

As Peter and his wife Mira find themselves 
drifting apart, a local politician known 
for expediency rather than convictions 
offers him a lifeline: the new owners of the 
factory will step in as sponsor - if Peter can 
guarantee that ‘The Group’ is ousted from 
the club. ‘The Group’ is a gang of men known 
both as shady businessmen and protectors. 
Not to mention die-hard hockey supporters. 
To go against ‘The Group’ would be suicide...
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